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1. Introduction

In this paper, I pay homage to Tom Cooley and Ed Prescott—two of the most influential

macroeconomists in my lifetime—by taking quantitative predictions of neoclassical growth theory

seriously when determining the overvaluation or undervaluation of U.S. corporate valuations. The

specific application I have in mind is not new and in fact is something Ed and I considered many

years ago (see McGrattan and Prescott (2000, 2005)). In our earlier work, we concluded that

theory did well in predicting the large secular movements in corporate stock valuations relative

to GDP while simultaneously predicting little change in the tangible capital-output ratio over the

period 1960–2001. With two decades of additional data now available, I use this opportunity to

put the theory to the test again.

Central to the analysis is a theoretical relation between the price of a company’s stock and

the value of tangible and intangible fixed assets that it owns. Importantly, for my purposes, the

relation depends on taxation of corporate distributions and profits. Taxes affect not only the

incentives for companies to invest in new capital—whether it be tangible or intangible—but also

the prices of the existing stocks. Lower taxes on shareholder distributions have a positive impact

on the prices of fixed assets because the government’s ownership is lower. Lower taxes on corporate

profits incentivize companies to increase investment in fixed assets, but can also change relative

prices of taxed tangible capital and untaxed intangible capital.

In the aggregate, the key relation of interest equates the market capitalization of corporate

equities plus net debt and the value of all fixed assets of corporations. Checking whether this

relation actually holds requires an additional step if corporations make sizable investments in

intangible assets, as these assets are typically expensed and not included on corporate balance

sheets. There has been progress made in including measures of some intangible assets in the

national accounts, particularly the new categories of intellectual property products (IPP), which

include research and development; software; and entertainment, literary, and artistic originals.

However, there are still many assets not yet included—for example, brands, trade names, and
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organizational capital. Furthermore, in the case of the IPP assets, we know little about their

depreciation rates and thus little about the value of the capital stocks at current cost.1 Fortunately,

theory provides a way to infer values for intangible capital stocks, because corporate profits are

essentially payments to both tangible and intangible assets. I follow McGrattan and Prescott

(2005) and assume that investors arbitrage away any difference in returns on these investments.

Then, it is straightforward to use national accounts data on accounting profits, data on tangible

capital stocks, and estimates for the rate or return and the growth rate to infer the intangible

capital stocks.

A critical factor for the quantitative results of McGrattan and Prescott (2005) was the mod-

eling of tax and regulatory systems of the United States and the United Kingdom, which were

surprisingly similar over the period 1960–2001. In both countries, the most relevant change was

the decline in effective tax rates on corporate distributions, a result of lower statutory rates and

greater opportunities for tax deferral through retirement saving. We showed that the price of

capital—and thus the corporate valuation—rises one for one with the decline in the share of distri-

butions paid to the government in taxes. This rise in corporate valuations can occur without any

change in the tangible capital-output ratio. Another relevant change in the tax system occurred

during the 1970s, when useful lives of fixed assets were significantly shortened for the purpose of

tax filing. The more quickly the fixed assets can be depreciated, the lower is the effective price of

the fixed assets, and the lower is the overall value of the corporate entity.

In this update, I analyze U.S. corporate activity in the post-2000 period. Unlike McGrattan

and Prescott (2005), I exclude S corporations (filing Form 1120-S), which are pass-through entities

and taxed differently than C corporations (filing Form 1120). S-corporate activity has been growing

over time, but these companies are not publicly traded. As a result, there is limited information

1 For many types of intangibles, like organizational capital or sweat equity, there may never be an easy way to
directly measure the investments or assets. Instead, we indirectly measure them using theories in which these
assets are central and impact variables that we do observe. See, for example, Prescott and Visscher (1980) and
Bhandari and McGrattan (2021).
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about their valuations.2 The value to GDP ratios for C corporations have remained high in the

post-2000 period relative to average ratios before 2000. The average ratio over the period 2000–

2022 is around 1.56, nearly double the average over the period 1960–1999.3 The post-2000 period

includes three notable stock market crashes concurrent with the technology bust of 2001–02, the

Great Recession of 2008–09, and the COVID-19 pandemic. However, none of the crashes brought

the market value to GDP ratio back to its historical mean. Markedly different from the patterns of

corporate valuations are the patterns of corporate profits and tangible investments. Once I subtract

S-corporate activity, I find that the ratios of profits and tangible investment, when divided by GDP,

have not risen over the post-war period, even with the additional two decades of data included.

In recent decades, there have been three changes in the Internal Revenue Code have affected

corporate stock pricing. The Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003 reduced

top tax rates on dividends and capital gains to 15 percent. The Affordable Care Act of 2010

included a provision starting in 2013 for a 3.8 percent tax on net investment income. The final

and most important change for evaluating corporate valuations was the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

of 2017 (TCJA17). This reform significantly lowered the tax rate on corporate income taxes—

from 35 percent to 21 percent—and fundamentally changed the taxation of foreign incomes. With

respect to accounting for foreign corporate income, I incorporate some theoretical modifications to

McGrattan and Prescott (2005) based on later analyses of U.S. foreign direct investment abroad

(see McGrattan and Prescott (2010)). Specifically, I incorporate the idea that some intangible

capital can be used in a nonrivalrous way in production locations at home and abroad.

Since the largest tax change over the sample period is the lowering of corporate income taxes

near the end of the sample period, I provide a range of theoretical predictions for U.S. corpo-

rate valuations, which depend on the estimate of the effective corporate income tax rate. Lower

estimates for this rate yield higher estimates for predicted contributions of intangible assets in

2 Bhandari and McGrattan (2021) developed a model to estimate values for private entities such as S corpora-
tions, but their analysis relied on microdata that is only publicly available for the year 2007.

3 McGrattan and Prescott’s (2005) theoretical prediction for the end-of-sample corporate valuation is remarkably
close to the actual 2000–2022 average.
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generating corporate profits and values. For example, if the effective tax on corporate income is

32 percent, theory predicts that 12 percent of profits and 33 percent of value are attributable to

intangible assets. In this case, the theoretical prediction for the total corporate value is equal

to 1.62 times GDP—close to the average market value of 1.56 times GDP we observed over the

sample period 2000–2022. If the effective tax rate on corporate income is 21 percent, as enacted in

TCJA17, then theory predicts that 24 percent of profits and 54 percent of value are attributable

to intangible assets. In this case, the theoretical prediction for the total corporate value is equal to

2.36 times GDP—above the 2000–2022 average but in line with the peak value observed in 2021.

2. Related Literature

The earlier analysis of McGrattan and Prescott (2000, 2005) and the current update was

most influenced by the work of Campbell and Shiller (1998, 2001) and Shiller (1996, 2015). In

December of 1996, these authors testified before the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System and cautioned policymakers that U.S. price-dividend ratios were at extremely high levels

relative to historical norms.4 In Figure 1, I plot the price-dividend ratio for the Standard and

Poor’s companies for the period 1870–2023.5 The first vertical line marks the date of the joint

testimony at the Federal Reserve. According to Campbell and Shiller’s theory—which predicts a

reversion to the mean—when stock prices are very high relative to dividends or earnings, “then

prices will eventually fall in the future to bring the ratios back to more normal historical levels.”

(See Campbell and Shiller, 2001). The second vertical coincides with the time of their updated

analysis. As the figure shows, by 2001, the price-dividend ratio was well above the historical mean.

In fact, over the 1870–2023 sample period, this was the highest point.

In Figure 2, I plot the related value-to-GDP series that McGrattan and Prescott (2005) work

with. Like Campbell and Shiller’s (2001) sample period, theirs ends near the high point of historical

4 Two days later, Alan Greenspan, who at the time was chair of the Federal Reserve, gave a speech noting
concern over “irrational exuberance.” See Greenspan (1996).

5 Data are updated monthly by Robert Shiller. See Shiller (1989) for a description of the historical data.
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Figure 1. S&P Price-Dividend Ratio, 1870:01–2023:03

Notes. The first line in the figure marks the date of Campbell and Shiller’s testimony to the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System. The second line marks the end of the sample available for the analysis in Campbell

and Shiller (2001). Source data are available from Robert Shiller.

stock valuations. There are two lines shown on Figure 2: the equity value and the total value,

which is the sum of the equity value and the value of net debt—debt liabilities less debt assets. (See

the appendix for details on how to construct these series.) As the figure shows, most of the rise in

total value is due to the rise in equity values. If I compute average ratios in the post-2000 period, I

find the total value is around 1.56 times GDP, and the equity value is around 1.36 times GDP. The

post-2000 period includes three notable crashes: the technology bust, the Great Recession, and

the COVID pandemic. As in the case of the price-dividend ratio, none of these episodes implies a

return of the value-to-GDP ratio to its historical mean.
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Figure 2. Value of U.S. Corporations, 1960:1–2022:4

Notes. The total value is the sum of equity value plus net debt. S corporations are excluded. Underlying data are

available from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors (1945–2023).

More recent work analyzing stock valuations takes a slightly different approach than the

earlier analyses of Campbell and Shiller (1998, 2001) and McGrattan and Prescott (2000, 2005).

Instead of documenting possible deviations in a theoretical relation—say, between current values

and historical averages, as in Campbell and Shiller (1998, 2001), or between observed valuations

and fixed asset values, as in McGrattan and Prescott (2000, 2005)—the more recent work attributes

observed trends in stock valuations and other variables to implied variations in technologies and

preferences, using neoclassical theory as its lens. Two notable examples are Farhi and Gourio

(2018) and Greenwald, Lettau, and Ludvigson (2020). In the case of Farhi and Gourio (2018),

there is less attention to the rise of stock valuations, given that they compare subsamples–namely,
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1984–2000 and 2001–2016–with similar price-dividend ratios. Greenwald, Lettau, and Ludvigson

(2020) devote more attention to the rise in stock valuations, which they attribute primarily to

changes in technology—specifically, the relative revenue shares. Unlike this paper, neither Farhi

and Gourio (2018) nor Greenwald et al. (2020) considers the impact of changes in tax policies.

3. Theory

In this section, I review the theoretical relation used by McGrattan and Prescott (2005) to

equate the value of corporate financial assets—equity plus net debt—held by corporate shareholders

and the value of productive capital stocks in the corporate sector. I then discuss two updates that

are needed to handle foreign versus domestic activity and non-pass-through versus pass-through

incomes. What prompts these updates is the significant growth in both foreign and pass-through

corporate activity since 2001. Finally, I derive the theoretical relation between national accounting

profits and rental payments to capital, which can be used to infer corporate intangible capital

stocks if we know the tangible stocks.

3.1. Domestic C Corporations

Consider first the simplest framework needed to derive the key relation. The model economy

has a household sector, corporate sector, and a simple tax. The tax system features taxes on

corporate income and distributions, and subsidies to capital investment.

Households choose per capita consumption c and leisure ℓ to maximize utility, subject to a

budget constraint. They receive income from corporate distributions, wages, and transfers and

use the earnings for expenditures on consumption and new company shares. The maximization

problem is given by:

max
ct,ℓt,st+1

∞
∑

t=0

βt U (ct, ℓt) (3.1)

subj. to
∞
∑

t=0

pt{ct + vt (st+1 − st)} ≤
∞
∑

t=0

pt{(1− τdist) dtst + wtnt + ψt}, (3.2)
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where t indexes time, pt is the price of consumption, st is the number of shares held in t, st+1 − st

is new shares purchased at price vt, dt is the per-share distribution taxed as rate τdist, wt is the

wage rate, nt is the fraction of time devoted to market work and equal to 1 − ℓt, and ψt is the

government transfer. I abstract from taxes on consumption and labor because adding them does

not affect the derivation of the corporate value.

Corporations have tangible and intangible capital, hire labor, and produce output with a

constant returns to scale production technology. The tangible capital kT includes structures,

equipment, inventories, and land. The intangible capital kI includes patents, trademarks, and

organizational capital. The output is given by f(kTt, kIt, ztnt), where {zt} are technology param-

eters that grow at rate γ. These corporations maximize the present value of distributions to their

shareholders, which in this case are the households:

∞
∑

t=0

ptdt (1− τdist) (3.3)

subj. to kT,t+1 = (1− δT ) kTt + xTt (3.4)

kI,t+1 = (1− δI) kIt + xIt. (3.5)

The distributions d are payments made to shareholders after paying wages to their workforce, wn,

making new tangible investments, xT , making new intangible investments, xI , paying corporate

taxes at rate τcorp, and receiving investment subsidies at rate τsubs:

dt = f (kTt, kIt, ztnt)− xTt − xIt − wtnt − τcorpπt + τsubs xTt (3.6)

πt = f (kTt, kIt, ztnt)− δTkTt − xIt − wtnt, (3.7)

where πt are taxable accounting profits. When computing taxable profits, corporations deduct the

depreciation of tangible capital and fully expense the investment of intangible capital. I implicitly

assume that corporations are issuing only equity. I do so to keep the analysis simple, although it

is straightforward to include debt finance in the theory.6

6 Later, I do include net debt in total corporate value, but show that financing decisions do not drive the
dramatic rise in the value-to-GDP ratio between the 1960s and the post-2000 period.
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Closing the model requires that market clearing conditions hold. For the labor market, the

hours supplied by the household (nt in (3.2)) are equal to the hours demanded by corporations (nt

in (3.6)). For the equity market, the sum of shares across households indexed by h, say,
∑

h s
h
t , is

equal to the outstanding stock normalized to 1. For the goods market, market clearing requires:

ct + xTt + xIt = f (kTt, kIt, ztnt) . (3.8)

Three equilibrium conditions that I use subsequently are

pt
pt+1

=
vt+1 + (1− τdist) dt+1

vt
(3.9)

pt
pt+1

= [(1− τcorp) (f1 (kT,t+1, kI,t+1, zt+1nt+1)− δT ) + τsubs δT ] / (1− τsubs) + 1 (3.10)

pt
pt+1

= f2 (kT,t+1, kI,t+1, zt+1nt+1)− δI + 1. (3.11)

These three conditions say, among other things, that the after-tax returns to stocks and the two

types of capital must be equal. The different corporate tax treatment on tangible and intangible

capital leads to the differences evident in expressions (3.10) and (3.11).

Proposition 1. An equilibrium relation specifying the price of corporate equity as a function of

tax rates and corporate capital stocks is

Vt = (1− τdist) [(1− τsubs)KT,t+1 + (1− τcorp)KI,t+1] , (3.12)

where Vt =
∑

i vtsit, KTt, and KIt are aggregate values of shareholder stocks, tangible fixed assets,

and intangible fixed assets, respectively.

Proof: This follows from equation (3.6), conditions (3.9)–(3.11), and the fact that the wage is

equal to the marginal product of labor in equilibrium.

There are several noteworthy features of the relation in (3.12). First, prices on both tangible

and intangible capital change one for one with tax rates on distributions (or, more precisely, with
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1 − τdist) because individual investors pay τdist for each dollar that is distributed and nothing for

each dollar that is reinvested.7 Second, the relative price of tangible versus intangible capital is

not 1. Subsidies such as investment tax credits for plant and equipment make investing in tangible

capital cheaper than investing in intangible capital.8 Similarly, taxes on corporate income make

investing in intangible capital—and, more generally, assets that can be expensed in the year of

the investment—cheaper than investing in tangible capital, the costs of which are capitalized and

depreciated over time.

First order conditions (3.10) and (3.11) can be used to show that returns to tangible and

intangible capital depend on the corporate income tax rates and the investment subsidies, but

not on corporate distribution tax rates. These relations provide the main insight for the following

proposition from McGrattan and Prescott (2005).

Proposition 2. If two economies A and B are identical except that (i) their tax rates on dis-

tributions are not equal, τAdist 6= τBdist, and (ii) the difference in transfers offsets the difference in

revenues from distributions, ψA
t − ψB

t = τAdistd
A
t s

A
t − τBdistd

B
t s

B
t , then the equilibrium paths of the

economies A and B are the same except for the price of corporate equity, Vt.

Proof: The stand-in firm in the two economies faces the same maximization problem except for

a multiplicative factor in the objective function. Similarly, the budget constraints of households

place the same constraints on consumption and labor supply provided that condition (ii) holds.

By Walras’s law, the government budget constraints will also be satisfied in both economies. From

(3.12), therefore, V A
t /(1− τAdist) = V B

t /(1− τBdist).

The main takeaway is that capital-output ratios can remain roughly constant as corporate tax

7 In the U.S. tax system, capital gains are taxed upon realization. Thus, the relevant distribution tax is the
personal income tax rate on dividend income if corporations pay dividends, and it is the realized capital
gains tax rate if corporations buy back shares. If equity is held in tax-deferred retirement accounts, then the
appropriate tax on distributions in (3.12) is zero even if the contributions are taxed when they are withdrawn.
See McGrattan and Prescott (2005) for more details.

8 When studying tax policies of the 1970s, McGrattan and Prescott (2005) derive a slightly more complicated
formula that allows for for capital subsidies in the form of accelerated depreciation allowances. This extension
assumes that accounting and economic depreciation rates are not equal and involves tracking the value of book
capital.
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rates on distributions fall, while value-output ratios rise. The tax on distributions affects the price

of capital, but not the current cost. This can happen if budget sets are not affected.

There are natural extensions of the environment above that result in relatively minor changes

to the formula in (3.12). For example, I can allow for tax rates that vary over time. As long as

corporations continue to make non-zero investments and distributions out of retained earnings,

then I simply index the tax rates in (3.12) by time. I can allow for imperfect competition and

assume that corporations have some market power in either markets for their outputs or markets

for their inputs. This could be possible, for example, if government regulations effectively restrict

competition. If the companies make investments to achieve favorable treatment—say, by paying

lobbyists—then I could interpret the investments in intangibles more broadly. If they do not, but

investors still earn rents in the form of higher profits, then stock prices should reflect the value of

all current and future monopoly “dividends.” In this case, Vt would be equal to the summed values

of fixed assets plus the value of the stream of monopoly rents. Finally, I can allow for two types

of intangible assets: those that are expensed as assumed above and those that are capitalized. I

simply have to include two intangible stocks: one with a price of (1− τdist)(1− τcorp) and one with

a price of (1− τdist).
9

3.2. Including Foreign Activity

Because U.S. corporations operate at home and abroad, I need to include the value of fixed

assets owned abroad. McGrattan and Prescott (2005) did this in a somewhat clumsy way by

assuming the ratio of foreign to domestic profits—available in national accounts data—is equal

to the ratio of foreign to domestic capital stocks. However, simply assuming that the ratios

of tangible and intangible stocks for the U.S. parents are the same as those of their subsidiaries

misses the fact that a significant amount of intangible investment—say, in research and development

and branding—is done by multinational corporations at home, and the accumulated stocks—say,

9 Under TCJA17, certain R&D expenditures must be capitalized starting in 2022. All else equal, the change
would imply a higher prediction for stock valuations.
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patents and trademarks—can be used in a nonrivalrous way in subsidiaries all over the world. This

was the insight of McGrattan and Prescott (2010), which studied returns to U.S. foreign direct

investment abroad. I show how to use this insight to modify the key relation in (3.12).

First consider the production technologies used by multinationals in McGrattan and Prescott

(2010). Let c index countries and let j index multinationals. Multinational j operating in country

c owns location-specific tangible capital, kjT,c, location-specific intangible capital, k
j
I,c, nonrivalrous

intangible capital M j , and hires labor nc to produce output yjc :

yjc = Ac

(

NcM
j
)φ (

f j
c

)1−φ

f j
c = f

(

kjT,c, k
j
I,c, z

j
cnc

)

,

where Ac is country-specific total factor productivity and Nc is the number of locations available

for j to deploy the nonrivalrous capital M j in country c.10 McGrattan and Prescott (2010) refer

to M j as technology capital to distinguish it from intangible capital that was specific to a plant in

a particular locale. This technology capital is accumulated know-how from investment in R&D,

brands, and organization capital that is not specific to a plant but can generate rents to the parent

multinational from all operations abroad. If φ = 0, I have the same production as above, and there

is no essential role for foreign direct investment. On the other hand, if φ > 0, there is an essential

role because of the nonrivalry of intangible capital.

Next consider the implied corporate valuations. With U.S. foreign activity included, I need

to change the key relation as follows:

V US
t = (1− τdist)

[

∑

c

V US
ct + (1− τcorp)M

US
t+1

]

where US now indexes all U.S. companies and multinationals and V US
ct is the value of plant-specific

fixed assets in country c.

10 The country-specific total factor productivities could be different for domestic and foreign companies if there
are barriers to foreign direct investment. In that case, I would index TFP by where the producer is from and
where the production takes place.
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It turns out that I can still use the simpler formulas in (3.7) and (3.12) even if I include

foreign profits and values. When imputing values for intangible capital, I need to include national

profit flows when computing π—with receipts to foreign direct investment—and the capital stocks

associated with this foreign investment. In effect, I am assuming that the fixed asset stocks in

(3.12) are worldwide aggregates and the coefficients are functions of effective tax rates that are

appropriate for these aggregates.

3.3. Excluding S-Corporate Activity

A potential pitfall when comparing corporate stock valuations of publicly-traded companies—

like those in the Standard and Poor’s stock market index—and values of fixed assets for all corpora-

tions published by the BEA is the mismatch in legal-form coverage. The universe of all corporations

includes publicly-traded C corporations, private C corporations, and S corporations. Theoretically,

the salient difference is not public versus private but rather C-corporate versus S-corporate because

the two legal forms are taxed differently. S corporations are entities that pass-through business

earnings to the owners. These owners then include business income as part of their adjusted gross

income on individual tax filings.

To see how this would change the mathematics, consider valuing an S corporation. Since the

business is a pass-through, the distributions dt are the same as the business profits, πt:

πt = f (kTt, kIt, ztnt)− δTkTt − xIt − wtnt. (3.13)

In this case, the implied value is given by:

Vt = kT,t+1 + (1− τpers) kI,t+1, (3.14)

where τpers is the effective personal income tax rate paid on the owner’s individual income tax form.

This result follows from the fact that there is no longer a double taxation of capital. Because all

profits are distributed, it is as if there were no tax on distribution and a tax on profit equal to the

personal rate. In other words, I replace the τdist in (3.12) with a zero and the τcorp with τpers.
11

11 See, for example, McGrattan and Prescott (2017).
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If good estimates of S-corporate values were available, then (3.14) could be tested separately

for S corporations. The corporate equity values in the Flow of Funds do include estimates for

S-corporate value, but these estimates assume that S corporations and C corporations have the

same net worth to value ratio, less a 25 percent “liquidity” discount. Because there is no way to

assess this proxy value, I opt to include only C corporations in the final analysis below.12

3.4. Estimating Intangible Stocks

Thus far, I have derived the theoretical relation between values of corporate equities and values

of their fixed assets and discussed variants of the relation that are relevant for companies with

foreign subsidiaries and companies that are taxed as pass-through entities. A second theoretical

relation is needed to determine whether stocks are over- or undervalued. The second relation

equates national accounting profits and payments to tangible and intangible capital. This relation

is used to infer the intangible capital stocks that are currently not well measured.13

Crucial to the inference is the assumption that investors earn the same after-tax rate of return

whether they invest in tangible assets or intangible assets. Let rTt and rIt be the marginal products

of tangible and intangible capital in period t. Consider the relevant case with τsubs approximately

0. Then, profits in (3.7) can be written as

πt = f (kTt, kIt, ztnt)− δTkTt − xIt − wtnt

= rTtkTt + rItkIt − δTkTt − xIt,

= (rTt − δT ) kTt + rItkIt − (kI,t+1 − kIt + δIkIt) ,

= (rTt − δT ) kTt + (rIt − δI) kIt − kI,t+1 + kIt

=
it

1− τcorp
kTt + (it − gt) kIt, (3.15)

where it = pt/pt+1 − 1 is the real after-tax rate of return and gt is the growth rate of intangible

12 Imputations of private C-corporate valuations are also problematic. However, there is no easy way to separately
analyze private and public C corporations with BEA data and thus I leave them in the empirical assessment
of (3.12).

13 Although the BEA has included the IPP category, there are many categories of intangible assets that are not
yet included. See Corrado et al. (2005) for examples of these hard-to-measure investments.
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capital. The last equation follows from the fact that in equilibrium, the real interest rate is equal to

the returns to investing in both tangible assets and intangible assets after accounting for taxes (as

shown in (3.10) and (3.11)) and depends on the marginal products of capital. The coefficient on kTt

in (3.15) is divided by 1 − τcorp because investments in structures and equipment are capitalized,

and thus the returns are taxed. The coefficient on kIt is the after-tax return less the growth rate.

Because most investments in intangible assets are expensed, the return rIt − δI is equal to the

after-tax return and to it. The final term gtkIt is the growth in intangible capital. The growth

rate appears because I have substituted in for investment using the intangible capital accumulation

equation (3.5).

If I have estimates of pre-tax accounting profits πt, the rate of return it, the growth rate gt,

and the tax rate on corporate income τcorp, then I can infer the stock of intangible capital. I turn

to this exercise in the next section.

4. Data

In this section, I describe the data underlying the estimates of the corporate intangible capital

stock and the model-implied corporate valuations over the period 2000–2022. I first report on

estimates of corporate tangible investments before and after removing S-corporate investment and

BEA estimates of IPP investment. These are the series used to construct C-corporate tangible

capital stocks. I then report on estimates of BEA accounting profits needed to estimate intangible

capital stocks. Finally, I show data on tax rates over time for corporate incomes and distributions

and discuss the how tax policies have changed over the sample.

4.1. Corporate Tangibles

In Figure 3, I plot three corporate investment series. The first, which is marked by “Total, All

Corporations,” plots corporate domestic investment in equipment, structures, intellectual property

products, and inventories plus foreign direct investment of U.S. companies abroad, as a ratio of

15



Figure 3. Corporate Investment

Notes. Underlying data are available from U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA (1929–2022) and U.S. Department

of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020).

GDP. (See the Appendix for details on data sources.) There has been a gradual rise in the ratio

over time: it starts at a little over 8 percent in 1960 and reaches roughly 12 percent in recent years.

The second series, which is marked “Total, C Corporations,” is constructed by subtracting

investment in depreciable assets of S Corporations from the first series. Although there is some

growth in S-corporate tangible investment over time, these smaller corporations do not own much

capital. Instead, they rent and lease most equipment and structures. Bhandari and McGrattan

(2021) provide evidence from brokered sales of S corporations, which shows that most of the value

transferred upon sale is attributed to identifiable intangible assets and goodwill.
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The third series, which is marked “Tangible, C Corporations,” is constructed by subtracting

investment in intellectual property products from the C-corporate investment series. It shows that

there has been significant growth over time in IPP, in large part because of increasing investments

in software and privately-funded R&D. Without IPP, the investment to GDP ratio is relatively

flat, with estimates around 8 percent in both the 1960s and the post-2000 period. The tangible

C-corporate investment series is my estimate for xTt. My estimate for kTt is the associated current-

cost stocks of non-IPP capital and inventories from the BEA, plus an estimate of corporate land

reported in the Flow of Funds, less the S-corporate book value of depreciable assets.14 As with

the investment-to-GDP ratio, I find the capital-to-GDP ratio similar in the 1960s and post-2000

period. Thus, as McGrattan and Prescott (2005) noted in their earlier work, there is a relatively

flat capital-output ratio but a rising value-ouptut ratio.

With estimates for tangible investments and capital stocks, I turn next to analyzing corporate

profits and tax rates, which are also inputs to estimation of the intangible stocks.

4.2. Corporate Profits

In Figure 4, I plot two measures of corporate profits. The first is national profits for all

corporations. This measure of profits is relevant for gross national income as it is the sum of

corporate profits earned domestically plus receipts from U.S. subsidiaries on direct investment

abroad less payments to foreign parents on direct investment of affiliates in the United States. The

second measure excludes an estimate of S-corporate profits included with BEA measures. This

is found by taking total receipts less deductions from tax filings, assuming a 16 percent income

misreporting rate, and subtracting net capital gains less losses.15 As the figure shows, there is

significant growth in income generated by S corporations—despite the fact that they have little

own tangible capital. The growth is most noticeable after the enactment of the Tax Reform Act

14 Current-cost estimates are not available separately for S and C corporations, but as Figure 3 shows, S corpo-
rations own little tangible capital.

15 See details on BEA methodology at bea.gov and the National Income and Product Account (NIPA) Table
7.16, now available for S corporations over the period 2012–2018.
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Figure 4. Corporate Profits

Notes. Underlying data are available from U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA (1929–2022) and U.S. Department

of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020).

of 1986. At that point, individual tax rates had fallen enough that smaller firms could avoid

the double taxation of C corporations. The latter series—with S corporations excluded—is my

estimate for π in (3.7).

In addition to C-corporate accounting profits, one can construct measures of C-corporate

distributions and thus compare the price-dividend ratio for a larger set of companies with that of the

S&P in Figure 1. However, when doing so, it is important to keep in mind the differences between

financial accounting data and national accounting data. In Figure 5, I plot the distributions as

reported on corporate tax filings, including S-corporate filings. As I did before, I divide by GDP in

order to highlight any postwar trends. The picture shows a remarkable increase from a little over
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Figure 5. Corporate Distributions

Notes. Underlying data are available from U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA (1929–2022) and U.S. Department

of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020).

3 percent in 1960 to 12 percent by 2020. There are two reasons for the rise. The first was noted

above: there has been growth in S-corporate activity. Since these corporations are pass-through

entities, net dividends reported by the BEA have been rising over time as S corporations grow.

Taking these distributions out lowers the estimates for corporate distributions. The second reason

for the rise is one of definitional differences. For example, incomes in national accounts are on a

current production basis and thus exclude gains or losses.16 The last series plotted in Figure 5 is

the BEA definition of corporate net dividends less S-corporate distributions, which is much flatter

16 See the BEA methodology paper on corporate profits for a complete list of adjustments.
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Figure 6. Tax Rate on Corporate Distributions

Notes. Underlying data are available from U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA (1929–2022), U.S. Department of

the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020), and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors (1945–2023).

over time. If I had divided the corporate values by this series rather than GDP, I would have found

as large a rise in the price-dividend ratio as that shown in Figure 1.

Before constructing estimates of the intangible capital stocks and predictions for value-to-GDP

ratios, I first need estimates of tax rates on corporate distributions and income. I turn to this next.

4.3. Tax Rates

In this section, I discuss the main updates to the Internal Revenue Code that took place
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during the post-2000 period and their impact on effective tax rates on corporate distributions and

incomes.

In Figure 6, I plot the effective tax rate on distributions, τdist, over the period 1960–2022.

This rate is computed as an averaged marginal rate. In other words, I compute the marginal rate

on distribution income—whether it be on dividends or share repurchases—for all groups receiving

any, and then I weight these rates using the fractions of distributions received. (See McGrattan

and Prescott (2004) for details on the methodology.) If equity is held in tax-deferred retirement

accounts, I use a rate of zero for τdist, even if taxes are paid on withdrawal.17 As McGrattan

and Prescott (2005) pointed out in earlier work, significant changes occurred during the 1980s and

1990s when pensions shifted from being defined benefit to defined contribution plans and individual

retirement accounts grew. These changes allowed individuals more corporate equity investment

options and lowered the effective tax rate.

As is evident from Figure 6, the corporate tax rate on distributions has remained low in

the post-2000 period. There were two key reforms. The first was the Jobs and Growth Tax Relief

Reconciliation Act of 2003, which further reduced effective tax rates on dividends and capital gains.

The second was the Affordable Care Act of 2010, which included a provision for a 3.8 percent tax

on net investment income starting in 2013. The rates with and without this additional tax are

highlighted in the figure. The average post-2000 rate is close to 12 percent and lower than the 17

percent rate used by McGrattan and Prescott (2005). In either case, however, both rates are well

below the average of 41 percent in the 1960s.

A more significant post-2000 change occurs well into the sample period with the enactment of

the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017.18 For the purposes of the exercise here, the most important

provision in TCJA17 was the lowering of the corporate income tax rate from 35 percent to 21

percent. In Figure 7, I plot the tax paid divided by taxable corporate income from the Statistics

17 For a one-dollar investment, the investor gives up 1− τpers and receives (1− τpers)(1+ i)T in T periods. There

is no effect on corporate value V .
18 See Barro and Furman (2018) and Gale et al. (2018) for comprehensive summaries of TCJA17.
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Figure 7. Tax Rate on Corporate Income

Notes. Underlying data are available from U.S. Department of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020).

of Income, Corporate Tax Returns. This rate is the federal rate paid domestically. It was around

45 percent in the 1960s, fell to 35 percent with the 1986 Tax Reform Act, and then fell again to 21

percent after the TCJA17. To compute an effective rate, I need to make adjustments for state and

local income taxes and foreign income taxes. As these roughly offset each other in the aggregate,

I start with the federal domestic taxes and use a range of rates when estimating intangible assets.

5. Results

In this section, I use the data on fixed assets and tax rates to update predictions for the
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Table 1. U.S. Corporate Values and Price Earnings Ratios

1960–69 2000–22

Predicted Fundamentals

Tangible capital 0.614 1.076

Intangible capital 0.236 0.541

Total Value 0.850 1.617

Price-Earnings Ratio 12.5 25.8

Actual Market Values

Corporate equities 0.869 1.359

Net debt 0.061 0.205

Total Value 0.931 1.564

Price-Earnings Ratio 13.7 25.0

Notes. The top panel shows the theoretical predictions for the tangible and intangible contributions to total corporate

value and the associated price-earnings ratio. The bottom panel shows the contributions of equity and debt values

of the total corporate value and the associated price-earnings ratio.

value-to-GDP ratio. I do this in two steps. I first estimate the value of corporate intangible fixed

assets and use it, along with data on corporate tangible fixed assets and tax rates, to estimate V .

To infer the value of intangible capital in (3.15), I need estimates of the growth rates, gt, and

the after-tax returns, it. Since little has changed in terms of growth and tangible capital-output

ratios over the last two decades, I use the end-of-sample estimates from McGrattan and Prescott

(2005).19 They estimate an average real growth rate of 3 percent and an average real return of

4.08 percent. The averages over the period 2000–2022 for the corporate pre-tax profits to GDP

ratio, the tangible capital-to-GDP ratio, and the tax rate on corporate income are 0.0827, 1.216,

0.32, respectively. This implies a value for intangible capital relative to GDP of 0.9.

Next, consider the equation for V in (3.12). For this I need estimates of τdist and τsubs. Over

the 2000–2022 period, τdist was 11.5 percent on average, and τsubs was close to 0. If I substitute

these values into the formula, along with my estimates for average kT , kI , and τcorp, I estimate V

19 Much has changed with respect to the federal funds rate, but this is not an appropriate rate of return for the
purpose of valuing capital in the firm.
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Table 2. Estimated Contributions of Intangible Assets,

Varying Corporate Income Tax Rates

Corporate Income Tax Rate (%)

Shares 32 25 21

In NIPA profits

Intangible capital 12 20 24

Tangible capital 88 80 76

In market values

Intangible value 33 48 54

Tangible value 67 52 46

Notes. The top panel shows the contributions of payments to tangible and intangible capital out of NIPA profits.

The bottom panel shows the contributions of values of tangible and intangible assets out of the total corporate

value. Assumptions about the corporate tax rate τcorp are varied across columns.

equal to 1.62 times GDP. In Table 1, I report these results along with results for the 1960s. This

table is analogous to Table 3 of McGrattan and Prescott (2005).20

To see how the choice of τcorp impacts the results, I repeat the exercise, with lower values

that are more in line with the estimates of foreign tax rates and post-TCJA17 rates. In Table

2, I show that as I vary the tax rate, I vary the contributions of intangible assets to corporate

profits and value. The first column repeats the exercise above with τcorp equal to 32 percent. In

this case, I estimate that the intangible contribution to NIPA profits is 12 percent (or, 1/8.3)

and the contribution to corporate value is 33 percent (or, 0.54/1.62). Lowering the tax rates

increases my estimates of both contributions. If I assume the effective tax on corporate income is

25 percent—typical of many nations hosting U.S. foreign direct investment—then the contributions

of intangibles to profits and value are 20 percent and 48 percent, respectively. If I assume the

effective tax on corporate income is 21 percent—the new federal rate on corporate income—then

the contributions of intangibles to profits and value are 24 percent and 54 percent, respectively.

20 McGrattan and Prescott (2005) analyzed the large subsidies of the 1970s separately from the rise in valuations
from the 1960s to the late 1990s and early 2000s. For the sake of comparison, I report the same comparison
they did, but extend it to include the more recent period.
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Figure 8. Alternative Predictions for Value to GDP

τ
corp

   V
I
/GDP

Notes. The total value is the sum of equity value plus net debt. S corporations are excluded. The average for

2000–2022 is marked by the dotted line marked by “A.” The dot just above this line is the estimate based on a

corporate tax rate of 0.32. Estimates based on corporate income tax rates in the range of [0.21,0.25] are marked by

“B.” Underlying data in the time series are available from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors (1945–2023).

In these three cases, I compute the intangible values and add them to the tangible value of

1.076. The results are plotted in Figure 8. The average value to GDP ratio of 1.56 is shown

with the dotted line and marked with an “A.” The dot just above the line is the value assuming

τcorp = 0.32. The higher values associated with the lower tax rates are marked with “B.” If the

corporate tax rate is 25 percent, then theory predicts the value to be roughly evenly attributed

to tangible and intangible assets. As the rate falls below 25 percent, the implied intangible value

consistent with observed profits and tangible assets rises above the tangible value. For τcorp equal

to 21 percent, the overall value is nearly 2.4 times GDP, with 1.3 times GDP arising from intangible

asset value.
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As a point of reference, it is useful to compare the implied intangible stocks and values found

here with widely-used estimates in the literature. One measure of kIt that has received attention is

the stock of corporate IPP capital reported in the BEA fixed asset tables. Although the IPP stocks

have grown faster than GDP in the post-2000 period, the last available estimate is only around

16 percent of GDP—much smaller than the intangible-output ratio of 90 percent underlying the

estimates in Table 1. Multiplying this by (1− τdist)(1− τcorp) yields estimates of intangible value

that would be barely visible in Figure 8. Another widely-used estimate for the intangible capital

stock is constructed by applying a perpetual inventory method to 30 percent of selling and general

administrative expenses. This expense category includes labor compensation and other spending

related to R&D and marketing. For example, Crouzet et al. (2022) do this for publicly-traded

firms and find that the value for the intangible stock that they construct is close in magnitude to

the value of property, plant, and equipment.21 If I had used kIt = kTt = 1.216 and an average

corporate income tax rate of 32 percent, then the predicted stock market value would be 1.8 times

GDP, which is close to the actual end-of-sample value.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, I have revised the estimates of McGrattan and Prescott (2005), using data

available for 2000–2022. They concluded that the most important change for predicting the rise

in corporate valuations over the postwar period was the decline in the U.S. tax rate on corporate

distributions. This finding is consistent with the longer sample. However, with the enactment of

the TCJA17, lower corporate income rates are likely to further boost corporate investments and

valuations. If higher valuations are a result of increased investment in intangibles, then more work

is needed to measure these assets, at least indirectly, through the development of theory.

21 This paper surveys recent attempts to characterize and measure intangible assets. See references therein.
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Data Appendix
Source data for this paper are as follows.

• Figure 1. Shiller (2015), updated monthly by Robert Shiller (ie data.xlsx). The ratio plotted

is the S&P composite price (P) divided by the dividend (D).

• Figure 2. McGrattan and Prescott (2004), updated as follows.

◦ Equity value. Federal Reserve Board of Governors (1945–2023), Table L.223: Issues at

market value for domestic sectors (line 2), excluding issues of S corporations (line 31).

To avoid double counting, I subtract the following holdings: U.S. chartered depository

institutions (line 16), property-casualty insurance companies (line 18), closed-end funds

(line 24), exchange-traded funds (line 25), and brokers and dealers (line 26).

◦ Net debt. Federal Reserve Board of Governors (1945–2023), corporate debt liabilities less

debt assets and Investment Company Institute mutual fund holdings by type of asset.

Miscellaneous liabilities and assets and U.S. direct investment assets abroad are also

included. See McGrattan and Prescott (2004) for details on constructing the net debt

series with source data ICI and the following Flow of Funds sectors (tables):

Non-financial corporate business (Table L.103)

U.S. chartered depository institutions (Table L.111)

Property-casualty insurance companies (Table L.115)

Life insurance companies (Table L.116)

Closed-end funds (Table L.123)

Exchange traded funds (Table L.124)

Government-sponsored enterprises (Table L.125)

Real-estate investment trusts (Table L.129)

Brokers and dealers (Table L.130)

Holding companies (Table L.131)

Other financial companies (Table L.132)

Identified miscellaneous (Tables L.232,L.233)

Unidentified miscellaneous (Table L.234)

• Figure 3. Corporate investments

◦ U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA (1929–2022), Fixed Asset Table 4.7, Investment in

private nonresidential assets by legal form of organization: equipment, structures, and

intellectual property products.

◦ Federal Reserve Board of Governors (1945–2023), Flow of Funds, Distribution of GDP Ta-

ble F.2, Corporate inventories and Direct Investment Table F.230, U.S. direct investment

abroad.

◦ U.S. Department of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020), Statistics of Income, Corporate In-

come Tax Returns, Balance sheet and income statement, share of corporate inventories

in S corporations and change in depreciable assets in S corporations.

• Figure 4. Corporate profits

◦ U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA (1929–2022), NIPA Table 1.12, National income,

corporate profits with inventory and capital consumption adjustments.

◦ U.S. Department of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020), Statistics of Income, Corporate In-

come Tax Returns, S-Corporate balance sheet and income statement, total receipts less

deductions and net gains less losses on non-capital assets.

• Figure 5. Corporate distributions
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◦ U.S. Department of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020), Statistics of Income, Corporate In-

come Tax Returns, Corporate balance sheet and income statement, Distributions to share-

holders, all corporations and S corporations.

◦ U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA (1929–2022), NIPA Table 7.16, Relation of BEA

and IRS corporate profits, NIPA net dividends.

• Figure 6. Tax rate on distributions. U.S. Department of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020),

Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax Returns, Sources of income. See McGrattan and

Prescott (2004) for details on constructing the tax rate series.

• Figure 7. Tax rate on corporate income. U.S. Department of the Treasury, IRS (1955–2020),

Statistics of Income, Corporate Income Tax Returns, Corporate balance sheet and income

statement, Taxable income and income tax paid.

• Figure 8. See Figure 2, Total value to GDP.
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